
High Desert Hummingbirds Thomas Rex Beverly Sound Effects Libraries
Filename Description Duration
hummingbirds,bass,dogfights,arrival	and	frenzied	departure_01 hummingbirds,bass,dogfights,arrival	and	frenzied	departure_01 00:03.6
hummingbirds,bass,dogfights,bass	thump,swooping	and	dancing_02 hummingbirds,bass,dogfights,bass	thump,swooping	and	dancing_02 00:05.7
hummingbirds,bass,dogfights,buzzing	wings,dive	bomb_03 hummingbirds,bass,dogfights,buzzing	wings,dive	bomb_03 00:05.8
hummingbirds,bass,dogfights,drone,swift	chase_04 hummingbirds,bass,dogfights,drone,swift	chase_04 00:04.6
hummingbirds,bass,dogfights,energetic	laser	chirps,whooshing_05 hummingbirds,bass,dogfights,energetic	laser	chirps,whooshing_05 00:01.9
hummingbirds,bass,dogfights,hover,high	speed	chase_06 hummingbirds,bass,dogfights,hover,high	speed	chase_06 00:03.2
hummingbirds,bass,dogfights,hover,wing	contact	and	air	distortion_07 hummingbirds,bass,dogfights,hover,wing	contact	and	air	distortion_07 00:03.7
hummingbirds,bass,dogfights,laser	chirps,	frenzied	wing	contact,bass	drop_08 hummingbirds,bass,dogfights,laser	chirps,	frenzied	wing	contact,bass	drop_08 00:04.3
hummingbirds,bass,dogfights,laser	chirps,acrobatic	chase_09 hummingbirds,bass,dogfights,laser	chirps,acrobatic	chase_09 00:05.4
hummingbirds,bass,dogfights,laser	chirps,acrobatics_10 hummingbirds,bass,dogfights,laser	chirps,acrobatics_10 00:11.1
hummingbirds,bass,dogfights,laser	chirps,buzzing	wings,squawks,hovering,darting_11 hummingbirds,bass,dogfights,laser	chirps,buzzing	wings,squawks,hovering,darting_11 00:10.4
hummingbirds,bass,dogfights,laser	chirps,buzzing	wings,swiftly	swooping_12 hummingbirds,bass,dogfights,laser	chirps,buzzing	wings,swiftly	swooping_12 00:06.5
hummingbirds,bass,dogfights,laser	chirps,dancing	fly	by,hover_13 hummingbirds,bass,dogfights,laser	chirps,dancing	fly	by,hover_13 00:08.4
hummingbirds,bass,dogfights,laser	chirps,darting	chase_14 hummingbirds,bass,dogfights,laser	chirps,darting	chase_14 00:04.4
hummingbirds,bass,dogfights,laser	chirps,darting	hover,bass	arrival,attack	flourish_15 hummingbirds,bass,dogfights,laser	chirps,darting	hover,bass	arrival,attack	flourish_15 00:09.1
hummingbirds,bass,dogfights,laser	chirps,dramatic	chase_16 hummingbirds,bass,dogfights,laser	chirps,dramatic	chase_16 00:04.8
hummingbirds,bass,dogfights,laser	chirps,energetic_17 hummingbirds,bass,dogfights,laser	chirps,energetic_17 00:02.1
hummingbirds,bass,dogfights,laser	chirps,hover,flourish	at	end_18 hummingbirds,bass,dogfights,laser	chirps,hover,flourish	at	end_18 00:07.1
hummingbirds,bass,dogfights,laser	chirps,long	variety	of	species,dancing_19 hummingbirds,bass,dogfights,laser	chirps,long	variety	of	species,dancing_19 01:03.6
hummingbirds,bass,dogfights,laser	chirps,swift	fly	by_20 hummingbirds,bass,dogfights,laser	chirps,swift	fly	by_20 00:04.9
hummingbirds,bass,dogfights,laser	chirps,three	attacks,violent	wing	slaps_21 hummingbirds,bass,dogfights,laser	chirps,three	attacks,violent	wing	slaps_21 00:06.3
hummingbirds,bass,dogfights,laser	chirps,turbulent	wing	contact,long_22 hummingbirds,bass,dogfights,laser	chirps,turbulent	wing	contact,long_22 00:28.4
hummingbirds,bass,dogfights,laser	chirps,wing	contact,swarm	hovering,chasing_23 hummingbirds,bass,dogfights,laser	chirps,wing	contact,swarm	hovering,chasing_23 00:25.9
hummingbirds,bass,dogfights,multiple	bird	swaying_24 hummingbirds,bass,dogfights,multiple	bird	swaying_24 00:05.3
hummingbirds,bass,dogfights,multiple	birds	hovering	and	fluttering_25 hummingbirds,bass,dogfights,multiple	birds	hovering	and	fluttering_25 00:08.4
hummingbirds,bass,dogfights,multiple	birds,hovering,light	chirps,airy,windy_26 hummingbirds,bass,dogfights,multiple	birds,hovering,light	chirps,airy,windy_26 00:25.5
hummingbirds,bass,dogfights,purring,frenetic_27 hummingbirds,bass,dogfights,purring,frenetic_27 00:01.9
hummingbirds,bass,dogfights,quick	chirps,bass	thump_28 hummingbirds,bass,dogfights,quick	chirps,bass	thump_28 00:02.5
hummingbirds,bass,dogfights,soothing	hover	and	light	chirps_29 hummingbirds,bass,dogfights,soothing	hover	and	light	chirps_29 00:05.3
hummingbirds,bass,dogfights,soothing	hover,chase	away_30 hummingbirds,bass,dogfights,soothing	hover,chase	away_30 00:11.1
hummingbirds,bass,dogfights,squawks,wispy_31 hummingbirds,bass,dogfights,squawks,wispy_31 00:10.2
hummingbirds,bass,dogfights,thrumming	drone,attack	at	end_32 hummingbirds,bass,dogfights,thrumming	drone,attack	at	end_32 00:14.2
hummingbirds,bass,dogfights,two	turbulent	fly	bys_33 hummingbirds,bass,dogfights,two	turbulent	fly	bys_33 00:04.7
hummingbirds,bass,dogfights,whoosh,defend	the	territory_34 hummingbirds,bass,dogfights,whoosh,defend	the	territory_34 00:03.2
hummingbirds,bass,fly	by,arrival	with	wing	contact,swift	departure_01 hummingbirds,bass,fly	by,arrival	with	wing	contact,swift	departure_01 00:03.0
hummingbirds,bass,fly	by,arrival,steady	hover,distressed	wing	slap_02 hummingbirds,bass,fly	by,arrival,steady	hover,distressed	wing	slap_02 00:07.0
hummingbirds,bass,fly	by,booming	bass	arrival,hover_03 hummingbirds,bass,fly	by,booming	bass	arrival,hover_03 00:02.2
hummingbirds,bass,fly	by,buzzing	zoom_04 hummingbirds,bass,fly	by,buzzing	zoom_04 00:00.8
hummingbirds,bass,fly	by,hover,soar	away_05 hummingbirds,bass,fly	by,hover,soar	away_05 00:02.9
hummingbirds,bass,fly	by,laser	chirp	attack_06 hummingbirds,bass,fly	by,laser	chirp	attack_06 00:02.2
hummingbirds,bass,fly	by,laser	chirps,violent	attack	then	hover_07 hummingbirds,bass,fly	by,laser	chirps,violent	attack	then	hover_07 00:04.8
hummingbirds,bass,fly	by,pulsing	hover,wing	slap_08 hummingbirds,bass,fly	by,pulsing	hover,wing	slap_08 00:04.2
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hummingbirds,bass,fly	by,purring	pulsing	hover_09 hummingbirds,bass,fly	by,purring	pulsing	hover_09 00:04.6
hummingbirds,bass,fly	by,screech,chirp,zoom_10 hummingbirds,bass,fly	by,screech,chirp,zoom_10 00:00.9
hummingbirds,bass,fly	by,soar	away_11 hummingbirds,bass,fly	by,soar	away_11 00:01.0
hummingbirds,bass,fly	by,squawk	and	zip	away_12 hummingbirds,bass,fly	by,squawk	and	zip	away_12 00:01.3
hummingbirds,bass,fly	by,squawk	and	zoom,vocal	echo_13 hummingbirds,bass,fly	by,squawk	and	zoom,vocal	echo_13 00:01.7
hummingbirds,bass,fly	by,squawks	with	wing	slap_14 hummingbirds,bass,fly	by,squawks	with	wing	slap_14 00:01.1
hummingbirds,bass,fly	by,wing	slap	and	squawk_15 hummingbirds,bass,fly	by,wing	slap	and	squawk_15 00:01.2
hummingbirds,bass,hovering	drone,ominous	unraveling	thunder_01 hummingbirds,bass,hovering	drone,ominous	unraveling	thunder_01 00:04.8
hummingbirds,bass,hovering	drones,airy,undulating_02 hummingbirds,bass,hovering	drones,airy,undulating_02 00:09.2
hummingbirds,bass,hovering	drones,attack,wing	slap,air	distortion_03 hummingbirds,bass,hovering	drones,attack,wing	slap,air	distortion_03 00:01.8
hummingbirds,bass,hovering	drones,buzzing,undulating_04 hummingbirds,bass,hovering	drones,buzzing,undulating_04 00:04.8
hummingbirds,bass,hovering	drones,chirps	and	swoops_05 hummingbirds,bass,hovering	drones,chirps	and	swoops_05 00:04.4
hummingbirds,bass,hovering	drones,chirps,blustery	bass	arrival_06 hummingbirds,bass,hovering	drones,chirps,blustery	bass	arrival_06 00:03.4
hummingbirds,bass,hovering	drones,chirps,fluttering	distant	wind_07 hummingbirds,bass,hovering	drones,chirps,fluttering	distant	wind	2_07 00:04.2
hummingbirds,bass,hovering	drones,chirps,fluttering	then	fade_08 hummingbirds,bass,hovering	drones,chirps,fluttering	then	fade_08 00:04.1
hummingbirds,bass,hovering	drones,chirps,fluttering,airy	1_09 hummingbirds,bass,hovering	drones,chirps,fluttering,airy	1_09 00:08.1
hummingbirds,bass,hovering	drones,chirps,fluttering,airy	2_10 hummingbirds,bass,hovering	drones,chirps,fluttering,airy	2_10 00:04.1
hummingbirds,bass,hovering	drones,chirps,fluttering,wind_11 hummingbirds,bass,hovering	drones,chirps,fluttering,distant	wind_11 00:20.5
hummingbirds,bass,hovering	drones,chirps,thrumming_12 hummingbirds,bass,hovering	drones,chirps,thrumming_12 00:03.6
hummingbirds,bass,hovering	drones,chirps,thrumming,squawk_13 hummingbirds,bass,hovering	drones,chirps,thrumming,squawk_13 00:05.8
hummingbirds,bass,hovering	drones,chirps,undulating_14 hummingbirds,bass,hovering	drones,chirps,undulating_14 00:08.4
hummingbirds,bass,hovering	drones,distant	wind,pulsing_15 hummingbirds,bass,hovering	drones,distant	wind,pulsing_15 00:04.7
hummingbirds,bass,hovering	drones,engine	running_16 hummingbirds,bass,hovering	drones,engine	running_16 00:02.1
hummingbirds,bass,hovering	drones,fluttering,airy_17 hummingbirds,bass,hovering	drones,fluttering,airy_17 00:10.4
hummingbirds,bass,hovering	drones,fluttering,airy,pulse	at	end_18 hummingbirds,bass,hovering	drones,fluttering,airy,pulse	at	end_18 00:06.1
hummingbirds,bass,hovering	drones,fluttering,airy,pulsing_19 hummingbirds,bass,hovering	drones,fluttering,airy,pulsing_19 00:03.2
hummingbirds,bass,hovering	drones,laser	chirps,distant	hover,frenzied	chase	at	end_20 hummingbirds,bass,hovering	drones,laser	chirps,distant	hover,frenzied	chase	at	end_20 00:18.3
hummingbirds,bass,hovering	drones,laser	chirps,multiple	birds,acrobatic	stops	and	starts_21 hummingbirds,bass,hovering	drones,laser	chirps,multiple	birds,acrobatic	stops	and	starts_21 00:19.0
hummingbirds,bass,hovering	drones,laser	chirps,pulsing_22 hummingbirds,bass,hovering	drones,laser	chirps,pulsing_22 00:07.3
hummingbirds,bass,hovering	drones,multiple	birds,buzzing,chirps,acrobatics_23 hummingbirds,bass,hovering	drones,multiple	birds,buzzing,chirps,acrobatics_23 00:13.8
hummingbirds,bass,hovering	drones,no	chirps,idling	1_24 hummingbirds,bass,hovering	drones,no	chirps,idling	1_24 00:02.2
hummingbirds,bass,hovering	drones,no	chirps,idling	2_25 hummingbirds,bass,hovering	drones,no	chirps,idling	2_25 00:03.2
hummingbirds,bass,hovering	drones,no	chirps,pulsing,revving	1_26 hummingbirds,bass,hovering	drones,no	chirps,pulsing,revving	1_26 00:15.7
hummingbirds,bass,hovering	drones,no	chirps,pulsing,revving	2_27 hummingbirds,bass,hovering	drones,no	chirps,pulsing,revving	2_27 00:03.7
hummingbirds,bass,hovering	drones,no	chirps,steady,whoosh	at	end_28 hummingbirds,bass,hovering	drones,no	chirps,steady,whoosh	at	end_28 00:03.4
hummingbirds,bass,hovering	drones,no	chirps,thrumming,sawtooth	wave	1_29 hummingbirds,bass,hovering	drones,no	chirps,thrumming,sawtooth	wave	1_29 00:05.2
hummingbirds,bass,hovering	drones,no	chirps,thrumming,sawtooth	wave	2_30 hummingbirds,bass,hovering	drones,no	chirps,thrumming,sawtooth	wave	2_30 00:11.3
hummingbirds,bass,hovering	drones,no	chirps,thrumming,sawtooth	wave	3_31 hummingbirds,bass,hovering	drones,no	chirps,thrumming,sawtooth	wave	3_31 00:02.5
hummingbirds,bass,hovering	drones,pulsing,revving_32 hummingbirds,bass,hovering	drones,pulsing,revving_32 00:03.2
hummingbirds,bass,hovering	drones,purring	1_33 hummingbirds,bass,hovering	drones,purring	1_33 00:05.8
hummingbirds,bass,hovering	drones,purring	2_34 hummingbirds,bass,hovering	drones,purring	2_34 00:06.5
hummingbirds,bass,hovering	drones,purring	3_35 hummingbirds,bass,hovering	drones,purring	3_35 00:03.5
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hummingbirds,bass,hovering	drones,purring,distant	wind,sawtooth	wave_36 hummingbirds,bass,hovering	drones,purring,distant	wind,sawtooth	wave_36 00:06.4
hummingbirds,bass,hovering	drones,purring,wing	contact	rubbing_37 hummingbirds,bass,hovering	drones,purring,wing	contact	rubbing_37 00:03.2
hummingbirds,bass,hovering	drones,single	bird,fluttering,chase	at	end_38 hummingbirds,bass,hovering	drones,single	bird,fluttering,chase	at	end_38 00:38.1
hummingbirds,bass,hovering	drones,soothing,purring_39 hummingbirds,bass,hovering	drones,soothing,purring_39 00:04.7
hummingbirds,bass,hovering	drones,squawk	and	chase_40 hummingbirds,bass,hovering	drones,squawk	and	chase_40 00:03.0
hummingbirds,bass,hovering	drones,swoop	and	darting	hover_41 hummingbirds,bass,hovering	drones,swoop	and	darting	hover_41 00:06.1
hummingbirds,bass,hovering	drones,warbling,airy_42 hummingbirds,bass,hovering	drones,warbling,airy_42 00:02.3
hummingbirds,high,dogfights,aggressive	dive	bomb_01 hummingbirds,high,dogfights,aggressive	dive	bomb_01 00:01.9
hummingbirds,high,dogfights,arrival,pulse,depart_02 hummingbirds,high,dogfights,arrival,pulse,depart_02 00:01.5
hummingbirds,high,dogfights,bass	arrival,energetic	spiral	chase_03 hummingbirds,high,dogfights,bass	arrival,energetic	spiral	chase_03 00:04.5
hummingbirds,high,dogfights,chirps,pulsing,airy,distant	wind_04 hummingbirds,high,dogfights,chirps,pulsing,airy,distant	wind_04 00:03.8
hummingbirds,high,dogfights,circular	attack_05 hummingbirds,high,dogfights,circular	attack_05 00:01.5
hummingbirds,high,dogfights,distant	acrobatic	combat,arrival,chase	away_06 hummingbirds,high,dogfights,distant	acrobatic	combat,arrival,chase	away_06 00:07.3
hummingbirds,high,dogfights,double	rev,depart_07 hummingbirds,high,dogfights,double	rev,depart_07 00:01.7
hummingbirds,high,dogfights,hover	then	getaway_08 hummingbirds,high,dogfights,hover	then	getaway_08 00:06.3
hummingbirds,high,dogfights,hover,chirps,popping	wing	slap_09 hummingbirds,high,dogfights,hover,chirps,popping	wing	slap_09 00:04.8
hummingbirds,high,dogfights,laser	chirps,frenetic	whoosh	by_10 hummingbirds,high,dogfights,laser	chirps,frenetic	whoosh	by_10 00:01.0
hummingbirds,high,dogfights,laser	chirps,swift	depart_11 hummingbirds,high,dogfights,laser	chirps,swift	depart_11 00:01.7
hummingbirds,high,dogfights,laser	chirps,turbulent,double	attack_12 hummingbirds,high,dogfights,laser	chirps,turbulent,double	attack_12 00:04.7
hummingbirds,high,dogfights,medium	whoosh,ultrasonic	chirp	45	kHz_13 hummingbirds,high,dogfights,medium	whoosh,ultrasonic	chirp	45	kHz_13 00:02.2
hummingbirds,high,dogfights,multiple	birds,distant	wind,hover	and	dart_14 hummingbirds,high,dogfights,multiple	birds,distant	wind,hover	and	dart_14 00:13.2
hummingbirds,high,dogfights,piercing	laser	chirps_15 hummingbirds,high,dogfights,piercing	laser	chirps_15 00:01.0
hummingbirds,high,dogfights,short	laser	chirps,bass	purring_16 hummingbirds,high,dogfights,short	laser	chirps,bass	purring_16 00:02.1
hummingbirds,high,fly	by,acrobatic	chase	and	chirp_01 hummingbirds,high,fly	by,acrobatic	chase	and	chirp_01 00:02.0
hummingbirds,high,fly	by,afterburners_02 hummingbirds,high,fly	by,afterburners_02 00:01.2
hummingbirds,high,fly	by,arrival	and	zoom	away_03 hummingbirds,high,fly	by,arrival	and	zoom	away_03 00:02.1
hummingbirds,high,fly	by,arrival,chirp	and	dart_04 hummingbirds,high,fly	by,arrival,chirp	and	dart_04 00:03.0
hummingbirds,high,fly	by,arrival,chirp	attack,getaway_05 hummingbirds,high,fly	by,arrival,chirp	attack,getaway_05 00:02.0
hummingbirds,high,fly	by,arrival,rev	the	engine	and	land_06 hummingbirds,high,fly	by,arrival,rev	the	engine	and	land_06 00:02.2
hummingbirds,high,fly	by,bass	arrival,flourish,depart_07 hummingbirds,high,fly	by,bass	arrival,flourish,depart_07 00:02.6
hummingbirds,high,fly	by,dancing	slow	pass_08 hummingbirds,high,fly	by,dancing	slow	pass_08 00:03.4
hummingbirds,high,fly	by,darting	chirp	whoosh_09 hummingbirds,high,fly	by,darting	chirp	whoosh_09 00:01.2
hummingbirds,high,fly	by,distant	approach,conflict,take	off_10 hummingbirds,high,fly	by,distant	approach,conflict,take	off_10 00:04.5
hummingbirds,high,fly	by,double	pass	and	land_11 hummingbirds,high,fly	by,double	pass	and	land_11 00:03.6
hummingbirds,high,fly	by,frenetic	chirps_12 hummingbirds,high,fly	by,frenetic	chirps_12 00:02.0
hummingbirds,high,fly	by,launch	off	and	chase_13 hummingbirds,high,fly	by,launch	off	and	chase_13 00:01.8
hummingbirds,high,fly	by,pulsing	stops	and	starts_14 hummingbirds,high,fly	by,pulsing	stops	and	starts_14 00:03.5
hummingbirds,high,fly	by,squawk	and	dart_15 hummingbirds,high,fly	by,squawk	and	dart_15 00:02.5
hummingbirds,high,fly	by,swarm	and	depart_16 hummingbirds,high,fly	by,swarm	and	depart_16 00:02.0
hummingbirds,high,fly	by,swift	whip	by_17 hummingbirds,high,fly	by,swift	whip	by_17 00:01.4
hummingbirds,high,fly	by,take	off	thump	and	chirp_18 hummingbirds,high,fly	by,take	off	thump	and	chirp_18 00:02.1
hummingbirds,high,fly	by,take	off	with	chirp	echoes	1_19 hummingbirds,high,fly	by,take	off	with	chirp	echoes	1_19 00:01.8
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hummingbirds,high,fly	by,take	off	with	chirp	echoes	2_20 hummingbirds,high,fly	by,take	off	with	chirp	echoes	2_20 00:02.3
hummingbirds,high,fly	by,take	off,growling	wing	air	distortion_21 hummingbirds,high,fly	by,take	off,growling	wing	air	distortion_21 00:03.6
hummingbirds,high,fly	by,ultrasonic	chirps	30	kHz_22 hummingbirds,high,fly	by,ultrasonic	chirps	30	kHz_22 00:02.0
hummingbirds,high,fly	by,visceral	laser	chirps_23 hummingbirds,high,fly	by,visceral	laser	chirps_23 00:01.8
hummingbirds,high,fly	by,whoosh	by,return	and	land_24 hummingbirds,high,fly	by,whoosh	by,return	and	land_24 00:02.8
hummingbirds,high,hovering	drones,buzzing	wings_01 hummingbirds,high,hovering	drones,buzzing	wings_01 00:02.9
hummingbirds,high,hovering	drones,fluttering,darting,chirping_02 hummingbirds,high,hovering	drones,fluttering,darting,chirping_02 00:04.1
hummingbirds,high,hovering	drones,frenetic	bass_03 hummingbirds,high,hovering	drones,frenetic	bass_03 00:03.0
hummingbirds,high,hovering	drones,hover,dart,hover_04 hummingbirds,high,hovering	drones,hover,dart,hover_04 00:05.1
hummingbirds,high,hovering	drones,laser	chirps,bass	thump,dart	away_05 hummingbirds,high,hovering	drones,laser	chirps,bass	thump,dart	away_05 00:07.6
hummingbirds,high,hovering	drones,massive	bass	whoosh_06 hummingbirds,high,hovering	drones,massive	bass	whoosh_06 00:01.8
hummingbirds,high,hovering	drones,multiple	birds,chirps,flourish	at	end_07 hummingbirds,high,hovering	drones,multiple	birds,chirps,flourish	at	end_07 00:08.4
hummingbirds,high,hovering	drones,punching	bass	arrival_08 hummingbirds,high,hovering	drones,punching	bass	arrival_08 00:06.4
hummingbirds,high,hovering	drones,wing	slap,pulsing,buzzing_09 hummingbirds,high,hovering	drones,wing	slap,pulsing,buzzing_09 00:12.0
hummingbirds,mid,dogfights,airy,wing	slap,distant	buzz_01 hummingbirds,mid,dogfights,airy,wing	slap,distant	buzz_01 00:02.6
hummingbirds,mid,dogfights,buzzing,distant	chirps,violent	attack,wing	slap_02 hummingbirds,mid,dogfights,buzzing,distant	chirps,violent	attack,wing	slap_02 00:05.9
hummingbirds,mid,dogfights,buzzing,squawk_03 hummingbirds,mid,dogfights,buzzing,squawk_03 00:02.5
hummingbirds,mid,dogfights,distant	chirps,take	off,violent	wing	slaps	and	fly	away_04 hummingbirds,mid,dogfights,distant	chirps,take	off,violent	wing	slaps	and	fly	away_04 00:10.8
hummingbirds,mid,dogfights,distant	hover,close	bass	thump_05 hummingbirds,mid,dogfights,distant	hover,close	bass	thump_05 00:08.2
hummingbirds,mid,dogfights,frenetic	hover,getaway_06 hummingbirds,mid,dogfights,frenetic	hover,getaway_06 00:05.1
hummingbirds,mid,dogfights,hover,laser	chirps,thrumming_07 hummingbirds,mid,dogfights,hover,laser	chirps,thrumming_07 00:05.0
hummingbirds,mid,dogfights,laser	chirps,distant	then	close_08 hummingbirds,mid,dogfights,laser	chirps,distant	then	close_08 00:05.5
hummingbirds,mid,dogfights,laser	chirps,wing	air	distortion_09 hummingbirds,mid,dogfights,laser	chirps,wing	air	distortion_09 00:05.7
hummingbirds,mid,dogfights,multiple	birds,frenetic_10 hummingbirds,mid,dogfights,multiple	birds,frenetic_10 00:02.5
hummingbirds,mid,dogfights,multiple	birds,undulating_11 hummingbirds,mid,dogfights,multiple	birds,undulating_11 00:03.1
hummingbirds,mid,dogfights,pulse	and	getaway_12 hummingbirds,mid,dogfights,pulse	and	getaway_12 00:02.1
hummingbirds,mid,dogfights,pulsing,buzzing,squawks_13 hummingbirds,mid,dogfights,pulsing,buzzing,squawks_13 00:05.0
hummingbirds,mid,dogfights,revving	hover,wind	slap,dart	across_14 hummingbirds,mid,dogfights,revving	hover,wind	slap,dart	across_14 00:09.2
hummingbirds,mid,dogfights,squawk,energetic	laser	chirps_15 hummingbirds,mid,dogfights,squawk,energetic	laser	chirps_15 00:02.6
hummingbirds,mid,fly	by,airy,buzzing,thump_01 hummingbirds,mid,fly	by,airy,buzzing,thump_01 00:02.0
hummingbirds,mid,fly	by,arrival,hover,take	off	chase_02 hummingbirds,mid,fly	by,arrival,hover,take	off	chase_02 00:03.2
hummingbirds,mid,fly	by,bass	arrival,take	off	with	chirps_03 hummingbirds,mid,fly	by,bass	arrival,take	off	with	chirps_03 00:02.6
hummingbirds,mid,fly	by,buzzing	whoosh	by	1_04 hummingbirds,mid,fly	by,buzzing	whoosh	by	1_04 00:01.3
hummingbirds,mid,fly	by,buzzing	whoosh	by	2_05 hummingbirds,mid,fly	by,buzzing	whoosh	by	2_05 00:01.4
hummingbirds,mid,fly	by,buzzing	whoosh	by	3_06 hummingbirds,mid,fly	by,buzzing	whoosh	by	3_06 00:01.5
hummingbirds,mid,fly	by,chirp,hover,take	off,wing	air	distortion_07 hummingbirds,mid,fly	by,chirp,hover,take	off,wing	air	distortion_07 00:03.3
hummingbirds,mid,fly	by,distant	arrival,squawk	and	getaway_08 hummingbirds,mid,fly	by,distant	arrival,squawk	and	getaway_08 00:02.9
hummingbirds,mid,fly	by,growling	wing	air	distortion_09 hummingbirds,mid,fly	by,growling	wing	air	distortion_09 00:00.7
hummingbirds,mid,fly	by,laser	chirps,multiple	birds	1_10 hummingbirds,mid,fly	by,laser	chirps,multiple	birds	1_10 00:02.1
hummingbirds,mid,fly	by,laser	chirps,multiple	birds	2_11 hummingbirds,mid,fly	by,laser	chirps,multiple	birds	2_11 00:02.6
hummingbirds,mid,fly	by,swift	arrival	and	buzz_12 hummingbirds,mid,fly	by,swift	arrival	and	buzz_12 00:02.1
hummingbirds,mid,fly	by,take	off	chase_13 hummingbirds,mid,fly	by,take	off	chase_13 00:01.1
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hummingbirds,mid,fly	by,violent	wing	slap,chirp,wing	air	distortion_14 hummingbirds,mid,fly	by,violent	wing	slap,chirp,wing	air	distortion_14 00:01.5
hummingbirds,mid,fly	by,warble,fly	away	chase_15 hummingbirds,mid,fly	by,warble,fly	away	chase_15 00:01.9
hummingbirds,mid,fly	by,wing	slap,wing	air	distortion	echo_16 hummingbirds,mid,fly	by,wing	slap,wing	air	distortion	echo_16 00:01.1
hummingbirds,mid,hovering	drones,acrobatic	cross_01 hummingbirds,mid,hovering	drones,acrobatic	cross_01 00:01.5
hummingbirds,mid,hovering	drones,arrival,pulsating_02 hummingbirds,mid,hovering	drones,arrival,pulsating_02 00:03.1
hummingbirds,mid,hovering	drones,astounding	wing	distortion	hover_03 hummingbirds,mid,hovering	drones,astounding	wing	distortion	hover_03 00:02.2
hummingbirds,mid,hovering	drones,buzzing,bass	arrival_04 hummingbirds,mid,hovering	drones,buzzing,bass	arrival_04 00:07.1
hummingbirds,mid,hovering	drones,buzzing,crackling	1_05 hummingbirds,mid,hovering	drones,buzzing,crackling	1_05 00:13.5
hummingbirds,mid,hovering	drones,buzzing,crackling	2_06 hummingbirds,mid,hovering	drones,buzzing,crackling	2_06 00:06.8
hummingbirds,mid,hovering	drones,buzzing,crackling	3_07 hummingbirds,mid,hovering	drones,buzzing,crackling	3_07 00:06.9
hummingbirds,mid,hovering	drones,buzzing,crackling,getaway_08 hummingbirds,mid,hovering	drones,buzzing,crackling,getaway_08 00:04.4
hummingbirds,mid,hovering	drones,buzzing,pulsing_09 hummingbirds,mid,hovering	drones,buzzing,pulsing_09 00:08.5
hummingbirds,mid,hovering	drones,buzzing,pulsing,violent	wing	slap	at	end_10 hummingbirds,mid,hovering	drones,buzzing,pulsing,violent	wing	slap	at	end_10 00:10.4
hummingbirds,mid,hovering	drones,buzzing,undulating_11 hummingbirds,mid,hovering	drones,buzzing,undulating_11 00:15.8
hummingbirds,mid,hovering	drones,chirps,pulsing_12 hummingbirds,mid,hovering	drones,chirps,pulsing_12 00:03.4
hummingbirds,mid,hovering	drones,distant	fluttering	hover,airy	darting_13 hummingbirds,mid,hovering	drones,distant	fluttering	hover,airy	darting_13 00:03.6
hummingbirds,mid,hovering	drones,distant	hover,energetic	getaway_14 hummingbirds,mid,hovering	drones,distant	hover,energetic	getaway_14 00:04.0
hummingbirds,mid,hovering	drones,laser	chirps,airy,buzzing	arrival	at	end_15 hummingbirds,mid,hovering	drones,laser	chirps,airy,buzzing	arrival	at	end_15 00:10.3
hummingbirds,mid,hovering	drones,laser	chirps,breathy	hover_16 hummingbirds,mid,hovering	drones,laser	chirps,breathy	hover_16 00:03.8
hummingbirds,mid,hovering	drones,laser	chirps,wind,bass	flutter	at	end_17 hummingbirds,mid,hovering	drones,laser	chirps,wind,bass	flutter	at	end_17 00:06.6
hummingbirds,mid,hovering	drones,long	arrival,fluttering	hover_18 hummingbirds,mid,hovering	drones,long	arrival,fluttering	hover_18 00:03.2
hummingbirds,mid,hovering	drones,long,pulsing,chips,revving,dancing_19 hummingbirds,mid,hovering	drones,long,pulsing,chips,revving,dancing_19 00:42.0
hummingbirds,mid,hovering	drones,long,pulsing,wing	air	distortion,chirps_20 hummingbirds,mid,hovering	drones,long,pulsing,wing	air	distortion,chirps_20 00:30.5
hummingbirds,mid,hovering	drones,medium	fluttering	hover_21 hummingbirds,mid,hovering	drones,medium	fluttering	hover_21 00:07.4
hummingbirds,mid,hovering	drones,pulsing	high	drone_22 hummingbirds,mid,hovering	drones,pulsing	high	drone_22 00:05.4
hummingbirds,mid,hovering	drones,pulsing	steady	dance_23 hummingbirds,mid,hovering	drones,pulsing	steady	dance_23 00:04.3
hummingbirds,mid,hovering	drones,revving	engine,crackling_24 hummingbirds,mid,hovering	drones,revving	engine,crackling_24 00:08.9
hummingbirds,mid,hovering	drones,revving,wing	contact	hit_25 hummingbirds,mid,hovering	drones,revving,wing	contact	hit_25 00:02.6
hummingbirds,mid,hovering	drones,steady	hover,thrumming_26 hummingbirds,mid,hovering	drones,steady	hover,thrumming_26 00:01.8
hummingbirds,mid,hovering	drones,steady	pitch,constant	idling_27 hummingbirds,mid,hovering	drones,steady	pitch,constant	idling_27 00:02.1
hummingbirds,mid,hovering	drones,steady	pitch,getaway_28 hummingbirds,mid,hovering	drones,steady	pitch,getaway_28 00:03.3
hummingbirds,mid,hovering	drones,ultrasonic	piercing	squawks_29 hummingbirds,mid,hovering	drones,ultrasonic	piercing	squawks_29 00:00.9
hummingbirds,mid,hovering	drones,weed	eater_30 hummingbirds,mid,hovering	drones,weed	eater_30 00:02.0
hummingbirds,sub	bass,dogfights,bass	arrival,chirps,swift	zoom	away_01 hummingbirds,sub	bass,dogfights,bass	arrival,chirps,swift	zoom	away_01 00:06.2
hummingbirds,sub	bass,dogfights,bass	arrival,swooping,chirps,getaway_02 hummingbirds,sub	bass,dogfights,bass	arrival,swooping,chirps,getaway_02 00:10.5
hummingbirds,sub	bass,dogfights,bass	pulse	power,laser	chirps_03 hummingbirds,sub	bass,dogfights,bass	pulse	power,laser	chirps_03 00:05.1
hummingbirds,sub	bass,dogfights,buzzing,crackling,massive	bass	drop	at	end_04 hummingbirds,sub	bass,dogfights,buzzing,crackling,massive	bass	drop	at	end_04 00:03.7
hummingbirds,sub	bass,dogfights,chirps,wing	contact	hits_05 hummingbirds,sub	bass,dogfights,chirps,wing	contact	hits_05 00:14.4
hummingbirds,sub	bass,dogfights,frenetic	bass	arrival,chirps_06 hummingbirds,sub	bass,dogfights,frenetic	bass	arrival,chirps_06 00:02.3
hummingbirds,sub	bass,dogfights,frenetic	chirps,bass	hover	and	thumps_07 hummingbirds,sub	bass,dogfights,frenetic	chirps,bass	hover	and	thumps_07 00:06.9
hummingbirds,sub	bass,dogfights,long	arrival,frenetic	chase,buzzing	at	end_08 hummingbirds,sub	bass,dogfights,long	arrival,frenetic	chase,buzzing	at	end_08 00:12.0
hummingbirds,sub	bass,dogfights,pulsating,laser	chirps,darting	chase_09 hummingbirds,sub	bass,dogfights,pulsating,laser	chirps,darting	chase_09 00:04.8
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hummingbirds,sub	bass,dogfights,talking	vocalizations,pulsating	bass_10 hummingbirds,sub	bass,dogfights,talking	vocalizations,pulsating	bass_10 00:19.2
hummingbirds,sub	bass,dogfights,thrumming	bass	pulse,zoom	away_11 hummingbirds,sub	bass,dogfights,thrumming	bass	pulse,zoom	away_11 00:02.7
hummingbirds,sub	bass,dogfights,wing	air	distortion,chase	away_12 hummingbirds,sub	bass,dogfights,wing	air	distortion,chase	away_12 00:03.0
hummingbirds,sub	bass,fly	by,bass	arrival,energetic	chase_01 hummingbirds,sub	bass,fly	by,bass	arrival,energetic	chase_01 00:03.6
hummingbirds,sub	bass,fly	by,bass	attack	and	chase_02 hummingbirds,sub	bass,fly	by,bass	attack	and	chase_02 00:02.3
hummingbirds,sub	bass,fly	by,blustery	bass	zoom	by_03 hummingbirds,sub	bass,fly	by,blustery	bass	zoom	by_03 00:01.3
hummingbirds,sub	bass,hovering	drones,acrobatic	darting,chirp	and	hover,laser	chirps_01 hummingbirds,sub	bass,hovering	drones,acrobatic	darting,chirp	and	hover,laser	chirps_01 00:15.4
hummingbirds,sub	bass,hovering	drones,airy	revving_02 hummingbirds,sub	bass,hovering	drones,airy	revving_02 00:01.3
hummingbirds,sub	bass,hovering	drones,airy,steady,unwavering_03 hummingbirds,sub	bass,hovering	drones,airy,steady,unwavering_03 00:04.0
hummingbirds,sub	bass,hovering	drones,airy,undulating_04 hummingbirds,sub	bass,hovering	drones,airy,undulating_04 00:09.5
hummingbirds,sub	bass,hovering	drones,bass	hover,second	bird	swoop_05 hummingbirds,sub	bass,hovering	drones,bass	hover,second	bird	swoop_05 00:05.1
hummingbirds,sub	bass,hovering	drones,blustery	start	and	decay_06 hummingbirds,sub	bass,hovering	drones,blustery	start	and	decay_06 00:01.1
hummingbirds,sub	bass,hovering	drones,buzzing,pulsing,ultrasonic	chirps	35	kHz_07 hummingbirds,sub	bass,hovering	drones,buzzing,pulsing,ultrasonic	chirps	35	kHz_07 00:17.9
hummingbirds,sub	bass,hovering	drones,chase	and	light	hover_08 hummingbirds,sub	bass,hovering	drones,chase	and	light	hover_08 00:05.9
hummingbirds,sub	bass,hovering	drones,chase,angry	squawk,fluttering	hover_09 hummingbirds,sub	bass,hovering	drones,chase,angry	squawk,fluttering	hover_09 00:03.8
hummingbirds,sub	bass,hovering	drones,crank	the	engine_10 hummingbirds,sub	bass,hovering	drones,crank	the	engine_10 00:00.8
hummingbirds,sub	bass,hovering	drones,energetic	chirps	and	squawks_11 hummingbirds,sub	bass,hovering	drones,energetic	chirps	and	squawks_11 00:11.5
hummingbirds,sub	bass,hovering	drones,energetic	chirps,bass	drop	at	end_12 hummingbirds,sub	bass,hovering	drones,energetic	chirps,bass	drop	at	end_12 00:08.2
hummingbirds,sub	bass,hovering	drones,engine	turning	over_13 hummingbirds,sub	bass,hovering	drones,engine	turning	over_13 00:00.7
hummingbirds,sub	bass,hovering	drones,fluttering	hover,chirps,bass	arrival	and	swoops_14 hummingbirds,sub	bass,hovering	drones,fluttering	hover,chirps,bass	arrival	and	swoops_14 00:18.5
hummingbirds,sub	bass,hovering	drones,full,steady,constant_15 hummingbirds,sub	bass,hovering	drones,full,steady,constant_15 00:04.6
hummingbirds,sub	bass,hovering	drones,growling	bass	arrival	purring_16 hummingbirds,sub	bass,hovering	drones,growling	bass	arrival	purring_16 00:01.6
hummingbirds,sub	bass,hovering	drones,heavy	bass,frenetic	chirps_17 hummingbirds,sub	bass,hovering	drones,heavy	bass,frenetic	chirps_17 00:05.1
hummingbirds,sub	bass,hovering	drones,heavy	thump	attack,wing	contact	hit	and	chase_18 hummingbirds,sub	bass,hovering	drones,heavy	thump	attack,wing	contact	hit	and	chase_18 00:03.2
hummingbirds,sub	bass,hovering	drones,laser	chirps,airy,wind_19 hummingbirds,sub	bass,hovering	drones,laser	chirps,airy,wind_19 00:05.8
hummingbirds,sub	bass,hovering	drones,laser	chirps,wing	contact	hits	and	chase_20 hummingbirds,sub	bass,hovering	drones,laser	chirps,wing	contact	hits	and	chase_20 00:05.9
hummingbirds,sub	bass,hovering	drones,massive	bass	hover	and	squawk_21 hummingbirds,sub	bass,hovering	drones,massive	bass	hover	and	squawk_21 00:01.0
hummingbirds,sub	bass,hovering	drones,massive	bass	purring,hover,	chirps_22 hummingbirds,sub	bass,hovering	drones,massive	bass	purring,hover,	chirps_22 00:03.4
hummingbirds,sub	bass,hovering	drones,massive	bass,chirps_23 hummingbirds,sub	bass,hovering	drones,massive	bass,chirps_23 00:07.6
hummingbirds,sub	bass,hovering	drones,medium	revving,chirps,bass	thump_24 hummingbirds,sub	bass,hovering	drones,medium	revving,chirps,bass	thump_24 00:06.3
hummingbirds,sub	bass,hovering	drones,powerful	bass	swooping	with	chirps_25 hummingbirds,sub	bass,hovering	drones,powerful	bass	swooping	with	chirps_25 00:05.8
hummingbirds,sub	bass,hovering	drones,pulsation,chirps_26 hummingbirds,sub	bass,hovering	drones,pulsation,chirps_26 00:07.3
hummingbirds,sub	bass,hovering	drones,rev	the	engine_27 hummingbirds,sub	bass,hovering	drones,rev	the	engine_27 00:02.9
hummingbirds,sub	bass,hovering	drones,soothing	bass	pulsation_28 hummingbirds,sub	bass,hovering	drones,soothing	bass	pulsation_28 00:04.5
hummingbirds,sub	bass,hovering	drones,squawk,laser	chirp	chase_29 hummingbirds,sub	bass,hovering	drones,squawk,laser	chirp	chase_29 00:03.5
hummingbirds,sub	bass,hovering	drones,start	the	engine_30 hummingbirds,sub	bass,hovering	drones,start	the	engine_30 00:00.7
hummingbirds,sub	bass,hovering	drones,steady	unwavering	hover,light	chirps_31 hummingbirds,sub	bass,hovering	drones,steady	unwavering	hover,light	chirps_31 00:04.8
hummingbirds,sub	bass,hovering	drones,swirling	chirps,bass	thrumming_32 hummingbirds,sub	bass,hovering	drones,swirling	chirps,bass	thrumming_32 00:03.4
hummingbirds,sub	bass,hovering	drones,thrumming	hover_33 hummingbirds,sub	bass,hovering	drones,thrumming	hover_33 00:02.2
hummingbirds,sub	bass,hovering	drones,thumping	bass	arrival	and	pulse_34 hummingbirds,sub	bass,hovering	drones,thumping	bass	arrival	and	pulse_34 00:01.8
hummingbirds,sub	bass,hovering	drones,thunder,giants	throwing	rocks,ominous_35 hummingbirds,sub	bass,hovering	drones,thunder,giants	throwing	rocks,ominous_35 00:24.7
hummingbirds,sub	bass,hovering	drones,wing	air	distortion_36 hummingbirds,sub	bass,hovering	drones,wing	air	distortion_36 00:08.4
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hummingbirds,sub	bass,hovering	drones,wing	contact	hits	and	air	distortion_37 hummingbirds,sub	bass,hovering	drones,wing	contact	hits	and	air	distortion_37 00:01.2
hummingbirds,sub	bass,hovering	drones,wing	contact	hits,pulse	hover_38 hummingbirds,sub	bass,hovering	drones,wing	contact	hits,pulse	hover_38 00:05.2
hummingbirds,sub	bass,hovering	drones,wobbling	bass,wing	contact	hits_39 hummingbirds,sub	bass,hovering	drones,wobbling	bass,wing	contact	hits_39 00:03.1
hummingbirds,with	songbirds,aerial	combat,echo	calls	at	end_01 hummingbirds,with	songbirds,aerial	combat,echo	calls	at	end_01 00:10.3
hummingbirds,with	songbirds,dogfights,airy,wind,pitch	drop	chirps_02 hummingbirds,with	songbirds,dogfights,airy,wind,pitch	drop	chirps_02 00:07.0
hummingbirds,with	songbirds,dogfights,bass	pulse	with	distant	ominous	screaches_03 hummingbirds,with	songbirds,dogfights,bass	pulse	with	distant	ominous	screaches_03 00:02.6
hummingbirds,with	songbirds,dogfights,decay	chirps,wings	slaps_04 hummingbirds,with	songbirds,dogfights,decay	chirps,wings	slaps_04 00:04.6
hummingbirds,with	songbirds,dogfights,distant	birds,soothing	crickets_05 hummingbirds,with	songbirds,dogfights,distant	birds,soothing	crickets_05 00:08.6
hummingbirds,with	songbirds,dogfights,laser	chirps,whipping	wing	slaps,delay	calls_06 hummingbirds,with	songbirds,dogfights,laser	chirps,whipping	wing	slaps,delay	calls_06 00:15.9
hummingbirds,with	songbirds,dogfights,long	arrival,swaying	flutters,strong	wing	slap_07 hummingbirds,with	songbirds,dogfights,long	arrival,swaying	flutters,strong	wing	slap_07 00:13.9
hummingbirds,with	songbirds,dogfights,piercing	mournful	echo	call_08 hummingbirds,with	songbirds,dogfights,piercing	mournful	echo	call_08 00:01.2
hummingbirds,with	songbirds,dogfights,squawk,various	distant	birds,aggressive	wing	slaps_09 hummingbirds,with	songbirds,dogfights,squawk,various	distant	birds,aggressive	wing	slaps_09 00:09.4
hummingbirds,with	songbirds,dogfights,violent	wing	air	distortion,distant	decay	chirps_10 hummingbirds,with	songbirds,dogfights,violent	wing	air	distortion,distant	decay	chirps_10 00:05.4
hummingbirds,with	songbirds,dogfights,zoom	by,distant	doves,zoom	away_11 hummingbirds,with	songbirds,dogfights,zoom	by,distant	doves,zoom	away_11 00:08.4
hummingbirds,with	songbirds,fly	by,mournful	echo	call_12 hummingbirds,with	songbirds,fly	by,mournful	echo	call_12 00:02.5
hummingbirds,with	songbirds,fly	by,swift	zoom	by,distant	birds	calls_13 hummingbirds,with	songbirds,fly	by,swift	zoom	by,distant	birds	calls_13 00:03.7
hummingbirds,with	songbirds,hovering	drones,background	calm	dawn	chorus_14 hummingbirds,with	songbirds,hovering	drones,background	calm	dawn	chorus_14 00:41.4
hummingbirds,with	songbirds,hovering	drones,buzzing	drone,calm	dawn	chorus	1_15 hummingbirds,with	songbirds,hovering	drones,buzzing	drone,calm	dawn	chorus	1_15 00:07.0
hummingbirds,with	songbirds,hovering	drones,buzzing	drone,calm	dawn	chorus	2_16 hummingbirds,with	songbirds,hovering	drones,buzzing	drone,calm	dawn	chorus	2_16 00:15.0
hummingbirds,with	songbirds,hovering	drones,buzzing	drone,decay	call,raven_17 hummingbirds,with	songbirds,hovering	drones,buzzing	drone,decay	call,raven_17 00:03.7
hummingbirds,with	songbirds,hovering	drones,buzzing	drone,distant	crickets_18 hummingbirds,with	songbirds,hovering	drones,buzzing	drone,distant	crickets_18 00:28.1
hummingbirds,with	songbirds,hovering	drones,buzzing	drone,eerie	distant	hawk	call_19 hummingbirds,with	songbirds,hovering	drones,buzzing	drone,eerie	distant	hawk	call_19 00:05.6
hummingbirds,with	songbirds,hovering	drones,buzzing	wings,distant	squawks_20 hummingbirds,with	songbirds,hovering	drones,buzzing	wings,distant	squawks_20 00:07.9
hummingbirds,with	songbirds,hovering	drones,crickets,night	chorus,distant	echos_21 hummingbirds,with	songbirds,hovering	drones,crickets,night	chorus,distant	echos_21 00:19.2
hummingbirds,with	songbirds,hovering	drones,distant	resonant	ravens_22 hummingbirds,with	songbirds,hovering	drones,distant	resonant	ravens_22 00:05.1
hummingbirds,with	songbirds,hovering	drones,low	hover,stunning	squawks_23 hummingbirds,with	songbirds,hovering	drones,low	hover,stunning	squawks_23 00:04.6
hummingbirds,with	songbirds,hovering	drones,massive	bass	thrumming,dawn	chorus	1_24 hummingbirds,with	songbirds,hovering	drones,massive	bass	thrumming,dawn	chorus	1_24 00:11.8
hummingbirds,with	songbirds,hovering	drones,massive	bass	thrumming,dawn	chorus	2_25 hummingbirds,with	songbirds,hovering	drones,massive	bass	thrumming,dawn	chorus	2_25 00:06.5
hummingbirds,with	songbirds,hovering	drones,pulsing	drone,decay	bird	call_26 hummingbirds,with	songbirds,hovering	drones,pulsing	drone,decay	bird	call_26 00:06.6
hummingbirds,with	songbirds,hovering	drones,purring	pulses	long,crickets,laser	chirps_27 hummingbirds,with	songbirds,hovering	drones,purring	pulses	long,crickets,laser	chirps_27 00:22.1
hummingbirds,with	songbirds,hovering	drones,purring	pulses,crackling	wings,crickets_28 hummingbirds,with	songbirds,hovering	drones,purring	pulses,crackling	wings,crickets_28 00:05.3
hummingbirds,with	songbirds,hovering	drones,sling	shot	spring,crickets_29 hummingbirds,with	songbirds,hovering	drones,sling	shot	spring,crickets_29 00:01.9
hummingbirds,with	songbirds,hovering	drones,sub	bass,purring,light	crickets	1_30 hummingbirds,with	songbirds,hovering	drones,sub	bass,purring,light	crickets	1_30 00:06.9
hummingbirds,with	songbirds,hovering	drones,sub	bass,purring,light	crickets	2_31 hummingbirds,with	songbirds,hovering	drones,sub	bass,purring,light	crickets	2_31 00:07.0
hummingbirds,with	songbirds,hovering	drones,undulating	drone,distant	bird	calls_32 hummingbirds,with	songbirds,hovering	drones,undulating	drone,distant	bird	calls_32 00:06.0
hummingbirds,with	songbirds,sub	bass,hovering	drones,undulating	massive	bass_33 hummingbirds,with	songbirds,sub	bass,hovering	drones,undulating	massive	bass_33 00:07.4
songbird	songs,talking	vocalizations	1_01 songbird	songs,talking	vocalizations	1_01 00:03.1
songbird	songs,talking	vocalizations	2_02 songbird	songs,talking	vocalizations	2_02 00:11.5


